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		      Purple Line NOW News - March 27 2024

			  
		      

		        posted by Christine Scott | 184sc March 28, 2024
		        

		      


		      
		        ***

Our thoughts remain steadfastly with the families of the construction crew missing from the collapse of the Key Bridge early Tuesday morning.

The dedication and sacrifice of these workers to maintain our bridges, roads, and railways for the benefit of our citizens is commendable and deeply appreciated. Their commitment to ensuring the safety and functionality of vital infrastructure exemplifies the spirit of service and resilience that defines our community.

As we mourn the loss of these crew workers, let us also offer our support and solidarity to the families enduring this unimaginable ordeal. May they find strength in the outpouring of compassion from our community.

***

In today's edition of Purple Line NOW News, here's what you'll find:

	What's Happening at PLN?
	Next Purple Line Forum
	Thank You for Continuing to Support PLN



	Happening Along the Purple Line Corridor
	Women in Construction
	Silver Spring 9th Grader Wins Video Competition on Langley Park



	Construction Updates and Project Features
	Board of Public Works Approves Additional Funding
	Items of Interest Along the Corridor





Share This Newsletter

Please feel free to share this newsletter - no permission from us needed! You can always find a link to our newsletter on our Purple Line NOW website which makes it easy to share with your friends, neighbors, constituents, customers, and employees. 
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   WHAT'S HAPPENING AT PLN?




Next Purple Line NOW Forum

Thanks to a grant from the Purple Line Transit Partners, Purple Line NOW will continue our popular Envisioning the Purple Line Forum series this year! We are busy pulling together an educational and informative event and will announce the panel of speakers and date soon. As always, our events are free and open to the public and media, so keep an eagle eye out for the big announcement!

Thank You for Your Continuing Support!

Our need is ongoing - we operate on a budget between $20,000 and $25,000 each year, so please know that your donation in any amount is welcome and necessary for us to continue our work. You can easily donate by clicking the Purple "Donate" button below. Not sure if you've given in the past twelve months? Check our website to see if your name is listed. Thank you from all of us here at Purple Line NOW!


	
 DONATE TODAY
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Women In Construction

If you didn't catch the article on women in (Purple Line) construction in the project's newsletter, have a look! The item features the Maryland Transit Solutions Stakeholder Communications Team: Carla Julian, Catherine Webb, Yuval Luger.

Silver Spring Student Wins Video Competition on Langley Park

Finally, we bring this video done by Dermott Foley, a ninth grader at Montgomery Blair High School in Silver Spring, who won first prize in the Eastern states division of the 2024 StudentCam Competition, a documentary video contest run by C-SPAN. Foley claimed a $3,000 prize for his documentary, titled “The Promise of Langley Park: The Purple Line, Climate Change and Reimagining the Future of America’s Suburbs.” Wow! Congrats to Dermott!
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Board of Public Works Approve Extra Funding for Purple Line

The Maryland Board of Public Works unanimously approved an additional $425 million for the Purple Line construction and a delay of the project start until December 2027. The extension was subject to some controversy, as the project itself was widely supported, though some of the past choices in delivering it were critiqued. Utility relocation has been a major source of work and some of the delay in recent years, although an additional benefit of this work is an upgrade of stormwater management infrastructure across the right of ways. Such upgrades have become more critical due in part to climate change and the importance of good stormwater management by the two hundred year floods occurring in Ellicott City in rapid succession. (Bansil, S. "Maryland officials OK more Purple Line money, but not gladly." Maryland Matters, 13 March 2024.)

Some Items of Interest Along the Corridor

Watch as Montgomery Community Media gets a peak at 135 feet below downtown Bethesda where crews are making way for six elevators, the trains, and a mezzanine where riders will transfer between the Red and Purple Lines.

According to Moco360 Media, a developer files plan for 230-unit residential building in downtown Bethesda. The developer, Monument Realty, has proposed an eight-story apartment building with a public park, redeveloping what is now a public parking lot and business strip lining Wisconsin Avenue.

[image: ]

The Rock Creek Park Trail detour will be extended until approximately April 12 at the location of the Purple Line bridge.

This a a reminder that there is a major Metrorail closure coming our way this summer. This will be a big disruption, but will also bring benefits, not just to the future Purple Line, but also a new connection from the top of the Silver Spring Transit Center directly to the Metro platform. Beginning in early June 2024, the Glenmont, Wheaton, Forest Glen, Silver Spring and Takoma stations on the Red Line will be closed until mid-September 2024. 
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Get Connected

Make sure you are signed up for timely alerts from Purple Line NOW via our Twitter and Facebook pages, and at our website Purple Line NOW.
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		      Purple Line NOW News - March 6 2024

			  
		      

		        posted by Christine Scott | 184sc March 06, 2024
		        

		      


		      
		        In today's edition of Purple Line NOW News, here's what you'll find:

	What's Happening at PLN?
	Purple Line NOW Awarded Beyond the Rails Grant!
	Thank You for Your Continuing Support!



	Happening Along the Purple Line Corridor
	From Our Friends at Purple Line Corridor Coalition



	Construction Updates and Project Features
	Important: Purple Line Project Update





Share This Newsletter

Please feel free to share this newsletter - no permission from us needed! You can always find a link to our newsletter on our Purple Line NOW website which makes it easy to share with your friends, neighbors, constituents, customers, and employees. 
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Purple Line NOW Awarded Beyond the Rails Grant!

Purple Line NOW was delighted to learn that our popular Envisioning the Purple Line Forum series has been chosen to receive a grant from the concessionaire, Purple Line Transit Partners (PLTP)!

In a press release issued on January 31, 2024, the concessionaire explained what motivated them to launch this grant program which will help organizations like ours provide valuable services to the greater Purple Line community, “As a long-time member of the community itself, PLTP sponsors the Beyond the Rails community grant program as a way to give back to communities in which PLTP, in partnership with MDOT MTA, is building the Purple Line and through which it will operate the system for 30 years after opening.”

[image: ]



From left, John Undeland (PLTP), Ralph Bennett, PLN President, Tina Slater, PLN Treasurer, Barbara Sanders, PLN Executive Committee Member. Photo Credit: Donna Nelson


We are honored to be in the company of five other outstanding programs awarded in this inaugural round of grants, all providing valuable services and education to our community! Doran Bosso, PLTP Chief Executive Officer, remarked, “We’re excited to provide financial backing to these six remarkable groups, which work tirelessly to make our local communities better places to live, work and play. Choosing these awardees from the numerous worthy applications we received was not an easy task.”

Purple Line NOW is thrilled to have the opportunity to continue our Envisioning the Purple Line series this year and have already started preparations for the next event, so watch this space!

Thank You for Your Continuing Support!

Our need is ongoing - we operate on a budget between $20,000 and $25,000 each year, so please know that your donation in any amount is welcome and necessary for us to continue our work. You can easily donate by clicking the Purple "Donate" button below. Not sure if you've given in the past twelve months? Check our website to see if your name is listed. Thank you from all of us here at Purple Line NOW!


	
 DONATE TODAY
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From Our Friends at Purple Line Corridor Coalition

Two items in the Purple Line Corridor Coalition's 2023 End of Year Report caught our eye:

Prince George’s County Pursues Safe Streets for All

The U.S. Department of Transportation awarded Prince George’s County a $21.3 million Safe Streets and Roads for All (SS4A) Grant earlier this year. The SS4A grant funds the Vision Zero Prince George’s “Proud to Pave the Way for Multimodal Safety: Improvements Along the Prince George’s County, MD, High Injury Network” program. This program includes seven safety projects that will help redesign roads to improve visibility, slow vehicle speeds, and promote pedestrian and bicyclist safety in underserved communities. Of those seven, five projects will improve safety along the Purple Line corridor. This is an important step in advancing PLCC’s vibrant communities goal, as it will provide enhanced mobility and accessibility through safer multimodal options and connections for pedestrians, cyclists and all users to travel to and around high traffic Purple Line stations. PLCC looks forward to working with partners to ensure pedestrian and bicycle safety are an integral part of the larger equitable development agenda for the Purple Line corridor.


Montgomery Planning - Strengthening the Pedestrian Experience


The Pedestrian Master Plan, approved this year, is Montgomery Planning’s first comprehensive vision to create safer, more comfortable experiences walking or rolling around the county, and to make getting around more convenient and accessible for every pedestrian. The Pedestrian Master Plan provides detailed, actionable recommendations in line with national and international best practices to improve the pedestrian experience, from more and better places to cross the street to a data driven, equity-focused approach for the county’s future pedestrian/bicycle capital investments. From the beginning of the planning process, the project team has had the Purple Line in mind, working on a Purple Line Connectivity Report to support improved last-mile station connections, and coordinating closely with the PLCC on data collection and analysis. The Pedestrian Master Plan provides an important, long-term foundation for improvements to the safety and efficiency of the pedestrian experience along the Purple Line and beyond.
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Important: Purple Line Project Update

Late last week, officials with the project announced that they will be seeking "approval next month for as much as $425 million in 'relief payments' related to delays in the Purple Line light rail project." According to Maryland Matters, "officials announced the extra payments along with a roughly 234-day delay that will push the line’s completion back from spring of 2027 to December of that year."

Holly Arnold, Administrator of the Maryland Transit Administration, said the money "represents the final payment related to delays in utility work. That work was taken over by the agency in 2020 as the original contractor began to exit from the project, which will connect New Carrollton to Bethesda when it’s completed." Arnold continued, “We made the choice at that time: Let’s keep everything going with this. It’s an important project. We need to keep advancing it. We don’t want to let the community sit with it half finished and suffer for two years. And so doing that we did take on a lot of utility work. Which is a risky part of any project." (Sears, B. "Cost of Purple line increases yet again." Maryland Matters, 1 March 2024.)

Purple Line NOW Vice President Greg Sanders added that this highlights the importance of legislative oversight efforts like the bimonthly project reports and the TRAIN commission which is seeking to address both the revenue and costs sides of Maryland transportation. "Delivering the Purple Line in a timely manner is vital, as is learning and building state government capacity to maintain transit projects and to manage future construction projects like the Baltimore Red Line," he added.
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Get Connected

Make sure you are signed up for timely alerts from Purple Line NOW via our Twitter and Facebook pages, and at our website Purple Line NOW.
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		      Purple Line NOW News - February 15 2024

			  
		      

		        posted by Christine Scott | 184sc February 15, 2024
		        

		      


		      
		        In today's edition of Purple Line NOW News, here's what you'll find:

	What's Happening at PLN?
	Purple Line NOW Awarded Beyond the Rails Grant!
	We Appreciate All of our Donors



	Happening Along the Purple Line Corridor
	Black History Month
	Tree Planting Information



	Construction Updates and Project Features
	Upcoming Closures to Note





Share This Newsletter

Please feel free to share this newsletter - no permission from us needed! You can always find a link to our newsletter on our Purple Line NOW website which makes it easy to share with your friends, neighbors, constituents, customers, and employees. 
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Purple Line NOW Awarded Beyond the Rails Grant!

Purple Line NOW was delighted to learn that our popular Envisioning the Purple Line Forum series has been chosen to receive a grant from the concessionaire, Purple Line Transit Partners (PLTP)!

In a press release issued on January 31, 2024, the concessionaire explained what motivated them to launch this grant program which will help organizations like ours provide valuable services to the greater Purple Line community, “As a long-time member of the community itself, PLTP sponsors the Beyond the Rails community grant program as a way to give back to communities in which PLTP, in partnership with MDOT MTA, is building the Purple Line and through which it will operate the system for 30 years after opening.”

We are honored to be in the company of five other outstanding programs awarded in this inaugural round of grants, all providing valuable services and education to our community! Doran Bosso, PLTP Chief Executive Officer, remarked, “We’re excited to provide financial backing to these six remarkable groups, which work tirelessly to make our local communities better places to live, work and play. Choosing these awardees from the numerous worthy applications we received was not an easy task.”

Purple Line NOW is thrilled to have the opportunity to continue our Envisioning the Purple Line series this year and have already started preparations for the next event, so watch this space!

This round of grantees are:

	Art for Education on Reuse and a Sustainable Environment, Community Forklift, Edmonston
	Envisioning the Purple Line Forum Series, Purple Line Now, Silver Spring
	Greater Riverdale Thriving Health Fairs, The Metamorphosis Community Project, Riverdale
	Practical Entrepreneurship Education Program, WETATi Academy, Riverdale
	Purple Line Walkability Community Outreach, Carole Highlands Neighborhood Association, Takoma Park
	Youth-Led Community Festival on Flower Avenue, Healing Practice Counseling, Takoma Park


For those who wish to apply for the next series of grants, they will be selected in mid-2024:

Starting with the six grants just awarded, PLTP will award 12 Beyond the Rails community grants annually (i.e., six groups every half-year). The next group of awardees is slated to be selected in mid 2024. PLTP encourages community groups that either did not apply for the initial group of grants or were not selected to apply by completing the two-page application. Applications are being accepted on a rolling basis.

Beyond the Rails grants are valued at between $1,000 and $3,000 and community-oriented groups in Montgomery and Prince George’s counties are invited to apply. Successful applications will support organizations or neighborhoods (as opposed to individuals); provide benefits to a community adjacent to the Purple Line corridor; and must be related to the following categories:

	
Community – Supports the overall wellbeing of neighboring communities (e.g., safety, health, recreation, education); and
	
Environment – Enhances or protects the natural environment.


All of us here at Purple Line NOW are grateful to PLTP for this award that will extend our ability to bring timely and valuable information to the community through our Envisioning the Purple Line series of fora, which are always free to anyone wishing to attend. We will have photos to share from the award ceremony soon!

We Appreciate All of our Donors

With your help, and with the help of an awesome donor who matched your donations, we were able to raise a whopping $9,305 during our fall campaign. Every donation, small and large, that came in throughout the holiday season had us cheering and so very thankful to have such amazing supporters. To our matching donor, who wishes to remain anonymous, we thank you for helping us spur others to give, as well. We simply could not have been as successful without that motivating nudge.

Our need is ongoing - we operate on a budget between $20,000 and $25,000 each year, so if you missed the matching campaign, please know that your donation any time of year in any amount is welcomed and necessary for us to continue our work. You can easily donate by clicking the Purple "Donate" button below.

Thank you from all of us here at Purple Line NOW!


	
 DONATE TODAY
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Black History Month

During Black History Month, the Purple Line recognizes the SafeBus Company. Formed in 1926 by 13 Black jitney operators, the company provided transportation to underserved black neighborhoods in segregated Winston-Salem, NC. (@PurpleLineMD Twitter feed)

[image: ]

Tree Planting Information

The Woodside Civic Association continues to encourage the planting of street trees in the neighborhood and some of the information from their recent meeting may be helpful to anyone in Montgomery County, regardless of which neighborhood you live:

	Click on the link for a detailed list of species the County will plant.

	
Reforest Montgomery supports the planting of trees on private property. For information click on the link below or contact Mia Rothberg at 301-495-4614.
	
Tree Montgomery also assists with trees on private property.
	Street Trees on state roads -- this includes 16th Street and Georgia Avenue -- is under the jurisdiction of the State Highway Administration. If you are interested in helping to get trees planted on 16th Street, please let the Woodside Civic Association know. While nothing can be done in the vicinity of the Purple Line work or near the 16th and Georgia Avenue intersections, funding may be available to make 16th Street greener between these areas.
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Upcoming Closures to Note

In case you haven’t heard about these significant closures, we wanted to highlight a few that may affect you:

Red Line Stations

There will be a temporary closure of the Red Line stations between Silver Spring and Glenmont over the summer as part of the upgrade to Silver Spring station that will allow direct access from the top of the Silver Spring Transit Center.

According to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), “Beginning in early June, Glenmont, Wheaton, Forest Glen, Silver Spring and Takoma stations on the Red Line will be closed. The closure will continue through early September with the possibility of reducing the work zone to allow Takoma Station to reopen prior to the end of construction.”

We know the temporary closure will be a headache in the short term, but ultimately will benefit current users and future Purple Line riders.

Rock Creek Trail 

From the MDOT MTA website: On or about February 21, 2024, the Rock Creek Trail will be closed for approximately four weeks at the location of the Purple Line Bridge. This closure is required to allow crews to remove diversion piping, rehabilitate Rock Creek under the bridge, and make repairs to the trail. Work may take place in multiple shifts from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. as needed to complete the work before the spring environmental restrictions take place. A signed detour has been established around the closed portion of Trail. Please follow all signs and avoid entering into the work zone.

[image: ]
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Get Connected

Make sure you are signed up for timely alerts from Purple Line NOW via our Twitter and Facebook pages, and at our website Purple Line NOW.
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		        In today's edition of Purple Line NOW News, here's what you'll find:

	What's Happening at PLN?
	Celebrating Dr. Glenn Orlin
	Thank YOU!



	Happening Along the Purple Line Corridor
	Tree Planting Information
	ACT Organizes Efforts to Fully Fund Transit
	From Our Friends at the Purple Line Corridor Coalition



	Construction Updates and Project Features
	MDOT MTA Purple Line Website
	Purple Line Status Report





Share This Newsletter

Please feel free to share this newsletter - no permission from us needed! You can always find a link to our newsletter on our Purple Line NOW website which makes it easy to share with your friends, neighbors, constituents, customers, and employees. 
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Celebrating Dr. Glenn Orlin

Last Tuesday, January 23, 2024, county elected officials, civil servants, activists, and other friends gathered to celebrate Council Senior Legislative Analyst Dr. Glenn Orlin's retirement after 33 years of service on the Montgomery County Council staff. Elected officials and a range of colleagues paid tribute to Glenn and his contributions as a provider of independent analysis to the Council. Former County Executive Ike Leggett credited Glenn as being a long time sparring partner and gave him credit for turning Ike into a Purple Line supporter as Ike transitioned from Council Member to County Executive. 

[image: ]

Glenn's public service goes even further back those 33 years, however. He joined the Montgomery County Department of Transportation one week before the announcement that the Georgetown Branch right-of-way would be up for sale. That right-of-way, which traverses between Silver Spring and Bethesda, was the genesis of the Purple Line.

During remarks at the party, Glenn gave a touching review of the many people inside and outside the government with whom he worked over the years. With regard to the Purple Line specifically he praised Purple Line NOW founder Harry Sanders as well as the work by the Action Committee for Transit that began before this organization was founded for building a constituency for the line through relentless public engagement. Barbara Sanders recalls Harry and Glenn having, "what seemed to be regular Saturday morning calls about the status of the project and how to keep it moving forward, always encouraging each other that it would, indeed, be completed."

All of us here at Purple Line NOW thank Glenn for his many years of service and wish him all the best on his new adventure!

Thank YOU!!!

We don't think there are enough exclamation points to convey how thrilled and grateful we are for the response we had to our matching campaign which ended on December 31! And, even after the ending date, supporters have sent donations in to help us keep our eye and elbow grease on our work. Thank you, thank you, thank you.

With your help, and with the help of an awesome donor who matched your donations, we were able to raise a whopping $9,305! Every donation, small and large, that came in throughout the holiday season had us cheering and so very thankful to have such amazing supporters. To our matching donor, who wishes to remain anonymous, we thank you for helping us spur others to give, as well. We simply could not have been as successful without that motivating nudge.

Our need is ongoing - we operate on a budget between $20,000 and $25,000 each year, so if you missed the matching campaign, please know that your donation any time of year in any amount is welcomed and necessary for us to continue our work. You can easily donate by clicking the Purple "Donate" button below.

Please take a look at the donors below who gifted Purple Line NOW over the past twelve months. 

Thank you from all of us here at Purple Line NOW!


	
 DONATE TODAY





FEATURED DONORS

The Malloy and Sanders Family

Tina, Don, and Jessie Slater

Purple Line Corridor Coalition



SUPPORTING DONORS

Ralph Bennett

Eric Talbot



ENGINEERS

Elizabeth Barbehenn

Jose Galdamez

John Robinson

Ben Ross

Nancy and Rob Soreng



CONDUCTORS
Anne Ambler and John Fay, Nicholas Brand, Brian and Bee Ditzler, Dr. Troy Jacobs and Dr. Kawsar Talaat, Gerrit Knaap, Greg Madden, Anita Morrison, Christine Scott and JohnR Llewellyn



COMMUTERS
Gus Bauman, John Carroll, Paul Goldman, Peter Gray, Margaret Greene, Stacy Kaplowitz, Jodie Kulpa-Eddy, Jay Miller, Ray Nosbaum, Kathy Porter, William Strang, Jerry Withers


PASSENGERS
Theo Brown, Tina Curry, M. G. Diamond, Patrick Dougherty, Elaine Emling & Michael Jenner, Patrick Flaherty, Lucile Freeman, Kay and William Gilcher, Richard Gollub, Jennifer McAuliffe, Judith Morenoff, Mark Perlman, Mark Posner, Tom Quinn
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Tree Planting Information

The Woodside Civic Association continues to encourage the planting of street trees in the neighborhood and some of the information from their recent meeting may be helpful to anyone in Montgomery County, regardless of which neighborhood you live:

	Click on the link for a detailed list of species the County will plant.

	
Reforest Montgomery supports the planting of trees on private property. For information click on the link below or contact Mia Rothberg at 301-495-4614.
	
Tree Montgomery also assists with trees on private property.
	Street Trees on state roads -- this includes 16th Street and Georgia Avenue -- is under the jurisdiction of the State Highway Administration. If you are interested in helping to get trees planted on 16th Street, please let the Woodside Civic Association know. While nothing can be done in the vicinity of the Purple Line work or near the 16th and Georgia Avenue intersections, funding may be available to make 16th Street greener between these areas.


ACT Organizes Efforts to Fully Fund Transit

Action Committee for Transit is coordinating a write-in effort to provide input to the state to fully fund WMATA. You can use this helpful form to find your state senator and provide support for increasing the transit budget.

From Our Friends at the Purple Line Corridor Coalition

PLCC has released a 2023–2027 Housing Action Plan, which includes seven core actions that will serve as a guide for the HAAT over the next 4–5 years. In the document, you’ll see ways to help more people and communities build and retain wealth through homeownership; you’ll see an expanded set of legal protections and resources to support tenants and amplify their voices; and you’ll see ways to connect the benefits of new homes and mixed-use development to the needs and aspirations of communities along the Purple Line. 
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MDOT MTA Purple Line Website

If you haven't visited the MDOT MTA Purple Line website in a while, you are in for a treat -- they've refreshed the website and added a whole bunch of new features to their newsletter, including station renderings! The carousel of images on the website is reason enough to take a gander.

Purple Line Status Report

In the January 2024 MDOT MTA report to the Maryland General Assembly, Senate Budget and Taxation Committee and House Appropriations Committee, we thought the following graph might help understand where particular segments are in terms of completion. If you are interested in reading the full report, you can find it here.
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Get Connected

Make sure you are signed up for timely alerts from Purple Line NOW via our Twitter and Facebook pages, and at our website Purple Line NOW.
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